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XO BOATS INTRODUCES TWO NEW MODELS - XO DFNDR 
 
XO will introduce two new models in Boot, Düsseldorf 2017, XO Cruiser and XO DFNDR. 
 
XO DFNDR is something unique and completely new. XO DFNDR is your professional grade tool that is meant 
for tough use and active people. This is a boat that is made for enjoying your own archipelago and its outdoor 
adventures and activities.  It is ideal for commuting to your island or longer sea adventures and water sports. 
What is sure is that this boat is something different and it will be noticed! 
 
The driver and co-driver will be comfortably and steadily seated on two fully suspended XO sport seats. In good 
weather you can enjoy the open feeling and having the sides of the cockpit and roof open.  In bad weather you 
can close the cockpit with side canopy walls and convert it into a comfortable cabin with Webasto heating. As this 
boat is meant for practical and fun use it has exceptionally a lot of storage space, in the bow, stern and on top of 
the cockpit where you can easily store your wake board, diving or camping equipment. 
 
As all the XO Boats, also XO DFNDR is of the same XO family with its great driving abilities.  The origin of the 
tough conditions of the Finnish archipelago has made this boat into what it is, handling the rough seas with 
confidence with its military grade aluminium hull, deep v-shape and long water line.  This enables for XO DFNDR 
to cut the waves and offer a steady and solid ride maintaining your cruising speed even in conditions where 
others would stay in port. 
 
XO DFNDR can be powered with a single or twin outboard setup with recommendations up to 2 x 200 hp.  
 
XO DFNDR is highly equipped for heavy use and will be provided with two versions of equipment. The Rider 
version is a highly specified boat to enable the most thrilling XO experience for your adventures. The Utility 
version is designed for practical use such as commuting to your island. Both versions will include a back bench 
with a refrigerator. 
 
"XO DFNDR will be an eye catcher at the coming exhibitions and on the sea. It is a boat with attitude and it is 
screaming to be taken for a sea adventure", says XO Boats CEO Dan Colliander. 
 
XO DFNDR can be test driven at various dealer locations during the coming season. 
 
The world premiere of XO DFNDR will be at Boot Düsseldorf in January 2017.  

 
Technical details:   

 Length: 7,6 m 

 Beam: 2,28 m 

 Height above water line: 2,1 m (light mast 2,4 m) 

 Draft: 0,9 m (with engines down) 

 Weight: 1 200 kg (without engines) 

 Fuel tank: 320 l 

 Deadrise at transom: 24˚ 

 Max load: 5 people  

 Hp recommendation: 1 x 200-300 / 2 x 100-200 hp 

 CE Category: C 
 
Highlights: 

 Driver and co-pilot seated on fully suspended XO sport seats 

 Cockpit with closable side canopies 

 Large storage spaces 

 Rigid military grade aluminium alloy hull and GRP deck 

 Rider and Utility equipment versions 
 
Download pictures here: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ikohutpwc2yrr22/AABy7Xr8Nzq2yLI6K2T6Z3qea?dl=0 
For further information about XO Cruiser, please visit www.xoboats.com or contact: 
 
Ville Frost    Dan Colliander   Calle Nyman 
Sales and Marketing Director  CEO    Sales and Marketing Manager 
ville.frost@xoboats.fi   dan.colliander@xoboats.fi  calle.nyman@xoboats.fi 
+358 50 302 8880   +358 50 342 9950  +358 50 538 9463 
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